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INTRODUCTION

Sequential pattern mining deals with data represented as
sequences (a sequence contains sorted sets of items).
Compared to the association rule problem, a study of
such data provides “inter-transaction” analysis (Agrawal
& Srikant, 1995). Applications for sequential pattern
extraction are numerous and the problem definition has
been slightly modified in different ways. Associated to
elegant solutions, these problems can match with real-
life timestamped data (when association rules fail) and
provide useful results.

BACKGROUND

In (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995) the authors assume that we
are given a database of customer’s transactions, each of
which having the following characteristics: sequence-id
or customer-id, transaction-time and the item involved
in the transaction. Such a database is called a base of data
sequences. More precisely, each transaction is a set of
items (itemset) and each sequence is a list of transac-
tions ordered by transaction time. For efficiently aiding
decision-making, the aim is to obtain typical behaviors
according to the user’s viewpoint. Performing such a
task requires providing data sequences in the database
with a support value giving its number of actual occur-
rences in the database. A frequent sequential pattern is
a sequence whose statistical significance in the data-
base is above user-specified threshold. Finding all the
frequent patterns from huge data sets is a very time-
consuming task. In the general case, the examination of
all possible combination is intractable and new algo-
rithms are required to focus on those sequences that are
considered important to an organization.

Sequential pattern mining is applicable in a wide
range of applications since many types of data are in a
time-related format. For example, from a customer
purchase database a sequential pattern can be used to

develop marketing and product strategies. By way of a
Web Log analysis, data patterns are very useful to better
structure a company’s website for providing easier ac-
cess to the most popular links (Kosala & Blockeel,
2000). We also can notice telecommunication network
alarm databases, intrusion detection (Hu & Panda, 2004),
DNA sequences (Zaki, 2003), etc.

MAIN THRUST

Definitions related to the sequential pattern extraction
will first be given. They will help understanding the
various problems and methods presented hereafter.

Definitions

The item is the basic value for numerous data mining
problems. It can be considered as the object bought by
a customer, or the page requested by the user of a
website, etc. An itemset is the set of items that are
grouped by timestamp (e.g. all the pages requested by
the user on June 04, 2004). A data sequence is a se-
quence of itemsets associated to a customer. In table 1,
the data sequence of C2 is the following: “(Camcorder,
MiniDV) (DVD Rec, DVD-R)  (Video Soft)” which means
that the customer bought a camcorder and miniDV the
same day, followed by a DVD recorder and DVD-R the
day after, and finally a video software a few days later.

A sequential pattern is included in a data sequence
(for instance “(MiniDV) (Video Soft)” is included in
the data sequence of C2, whereas “(DVD Rec)
(Camcorder)” is not included according to the order of
the timestamps). The minimum support is specified by
the user and stands for the minimum number of occur-
rences of a sequential pattern to be considered as fre-
quent. A maximal frequent sequential pattern is included
in at least “minimum support” data sequences and is not
included in any other frequent sequential pattern. Table
1 gives a simple example of 4 customers and their
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activity over 4 days in a shop. With a minimum support
of “50%” a sequential pattern can be considered as
frequent if it occurs at least in the data sequences of 2
customers (2/4). In this case a maximal sequential pat-
tern mining process will find three patterns:

• S1: “(Camcorder, MiniDV) (DVD Rec, DVD-R)”
• S2: “(DVD Rec, DVD-R) (Video Soft)”
• S3: “(Memory Card) (USB Key)”

One can observe that S1 is included in the data
sequences of C2 and C4, S2 is included in those of C2
and C3, and S3 in those of C1 and C2. Furthermore the
sequences do not have the same length (S1 has length 4,
S2 has length 3 and S3 has length 2).

Methods for Mining Sequential Patterns

The problem of mining sequential patterns is stated in
(Agrawal & Srikant, 1995) and improved, both for the
problem and the method, in (Srikant & Agrawal, 1996).
In the latter, the GSP algorithm is based on a breadth-
first principle since it is an extension of the A-priori
model to the sequential aspect of the data. GSP uses the
“Generating-Pruning” method defined in (Agrawal,
Imielinski, & Swami, 1993) and performs in the follow-
ing way. A candidate sequence of length (k+1) is gener-
ated from two frequent sequences, s

1
 and s

2
, having

length k, if the subsequence obtained by pruning the first
item of s

1
 is the same as the subsequence obtained by

pruning the last item of s
2
. With the example in Table 1,

and k=2, let s
1
 be “(DVD Rec, DVD-R)” and s

2
 be “(DVD-

R) (Video Soft)”, then the candidate sequence will be
“(DVD Rec, DVD-R) (Video Soft)” since the subse-
quence described above (common to s

1
 and s

2
) is “(DVD-

R)”. Another method based on the Generating-Pruning
principle is PSP (Massegli, Cathala, & Poncelet, 1998).
The main difference to GSP is that the candidates as well
as the frequent sequences are managed in a more effi-
cient structure. The methods presented so far are de-
signed to depend as little as possible on main memory.
The methods presented thereafter need to load the data-
base (or a rewriting of the database) in main memory.
This results in efficient methods when the database can
fit into the memory.

In (Zaki, 2001), the authors proposed the SPADE
algorithm. The main idea in this method is a clustering

of the frequent sequences based on their common pre-
fixes and the enumeration of the candidate sequences,
thanks to a rewriting of the database (loaded in main
memory). SPADE needs only three database scans in
order to extract the sequential patterns. The first scan
aims at finding the frequent items, the second at finding
the frequent sequences of length 2 and the last one
associate to frequent sequences of length 2, a table of
the corresponding sequences id and itemsets id in the
database (e.g. data sequences containing the frequent
sequence and the corresponding timestamp). Based on
this representation in main memory, the support of the
candidate sequences of length k is the result of join
operations on the tables related to the frequent se-
quences of length (k-1) able to generate this candidate
(so, every operation after the discovery of frequent
sequences having length 2 is done in memory). SPAM
(Ayres, Flannick, Gehrke, & Yiu, 2002) is another
method which needs to represent the database in the
main memory. The authors proposed a vertical bitmap
representation of the database for both candidate repre-
sentation and support counting.

An original approach for mining sequential patterns
aims at recursively projecting the data sequences into
smaller databases. Proposed in (Han, et al., 2000),
FreeSpan is the first algorithm considering the pattern-
projection method for mining sequential patterns. This
work has been continued with PrefixSpan, (Pei, et al.,
2001), based on a study about the number of candidates
proposed by a Generating-Pruning method. Starting from
the frequent items of the database, PrefixSpan generates
projected databases with the remaining data-sequences.
The projected databases thus contain suffixes of the
data-sequences from the original database, grouped by
prefixes. The process is recursively repeated until no
frequent item is found in the projected database. At this
level the frequent sequential pattern is the path of fre-
quent items driving to this projected database.

Closed Sequential Patterns

A closed sequential pattern is a sequential pattern in-
cluded in no other sequential pattern having exactly the
same support. Let us consider the database illustrated in
Table 1. The frequent sequential pattern “(DVD Rec)
(Video Soft)” is not closed because it is included in the
sequential pattern S2 which has the same support (50%).

Table 1. Data sequences of four customers over four days

Cust June 04, 2004 June 05, 2004 June 06, 2004 June 07, 2004 

C1 Camcorder, MiniDV Digital Camera MemCard USB Key 

C2 Camcorder, MiniDV DVD Rec, DVD-R  Video Soft 

C3 DVD Rec, DVD-R MemCard Video Soft USB Key 

C4  Camcorder, MiniDV Laptop DVD Rec, DVD-R 
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On the other hand, the sequential pattern “(Camcorder,
MiniDV)” (with a support of 75%) is closed because it is
included in other sequential patterns but with a different
support (for instance, S1, which has a support of 50%).
The first algorithm designed to extract closed sequential
patterns is CloSpan (Yan, Han, & Afshar, 2003) with a
detection of non-closed sequential patterns avoiding a
large number of recursive calls. CloSpan is based on the
detection of frequent sequences of length 2 such that “A
always occurs before/after B”. Let us consider the data-
base given in Table 1. We know that “(DVD Rec) (Video
Soft)” is a frequent pattern. The authors of CloSpan
proposed relevant techniques to show that “(DVD-R)”
always occurs before “(Video Soft)”. Based on this ob-
servation CloSpan is able to find that “(DVD Rec, DVD-
R) (Video Soft)” is frequent without anymore scans over
the database. BIDE (Wang & Han, 2004) extends the
previous algorithm in the following way. First, it adopts
a novel sequence extension, called BI-Directional Ex-
tension, which is used both to grow the prefix pattern and
to check the closure property. Second, in order to prune
the search space more deeply than previous approaches,
it proposes a BackScan pruning method. The main idea of
this method is to avoid extending a sequence by detecting
in advance that the extension is already included in a
sequence.

Incremental Mining of Sequential
Patterns

As databases evolve, the problem of maintaining sequen-
tial patterns over a significantly long period of time
becomes essential since a large number of new records
may be added to a database. To reflect the current state of
the database, in which previous sequential patterns would
become irrelevant and new sequential patterns might
appear, new efficient approaches were proposed.
(Masseglia, Poncelet, & Teisseire, 2003) proposes an
efficient algorithm, called ISE, for computing the fre-
quent sequences in the updated database. ISE minimizes
computational costs by re-using the minimal informa-
tion from the old frequent sequences, i.e. the support of
frequent sequences. The main new feature of ISE is that
the set of candidate sequences to be tested is substan-
tially reduced. The SPADE algorithm was extended into
the ISM algorithm (Parthasarathy, Zaki, Ogihara, &
Dwarkadas., 1999). In order to update the supports and
enumerate frequent sequences, ISM maintains “maxi-
mally frequent sequences” and “minimally infrequent
sequences” (also known as negative border). KISP (Lin
and Lee, 2003) also proposes to take advantage of the
knowledge previously computed and generates a knowl-
edge base for further queries about sequential patterns of
various support values.

Extended Problems Based on the
Sequential Pattern Extraction

Motivated by the potential applications for the sequen-
tial patterns, numerous extensions of the initial defini-
tion have been proposed which may be related to the
addition of constraints or to the form of the patterns
themselves. In (Pei, Han, & Wang, 2002) the authors
enumerate some of the most useful constraints for
extracting sequential patterns. These constraints can be
considered as filters applied to the extracted patterns,
but most methods generally take them into account
during the mining process. These filters may concern
the items (“extract patterns containing the item
Camcorder only”) or the length of the pattern, regular
expressions describing the pattern, and so on. The
definition of the sequential patterns has also been
adapted by some research work. For instance (Kum,
Pei, Wang, & Duncan, 2003) proposed ApproxMap to
mine approximate sequential patterns. ApproxMap first
proposes to cluster the data sequences depending on
their items. Then for each cluster ApproxMap allows
extraction of the approximate sequential patterns re-
lated to this cluster. Let us consider the database in
Table 1 as a cluster. The first step of the extraction
process is to provide the data sequences of the cluster
with an alignment similar to those of bioinformatics.
Table 2 illustrates such an alignment.

The last sequence in Table 2 represents the weighted
sequence obtained by ApproxMap on the sequences of
Table 1. With a support of 50%, the weighted sequence
gives the following approximate pattern: “(Camcorder:
3, MiniDV: 3) (DVD Rec: 3, DVD-R: 3) (MemCard: 2)
(Video Soft: 2) (USB Key: 2)”. It is interesting to
observe that this sequential pattern does not corre-
spond to any of the recorded behavior, whereas it
represents a trend for this kind of customer.

FUTURE TRENDS

Today several methods are available for efficiently
discovering sequential patterns according to the initial
definition. Such patterns are widely applicable for a
large number of applications. Specific methods, widely
inspired from previous algorithms, exist in a wide
range of domains. Nevertheless, existing methods have
to be reconsidered since handled data is much more
complex. For example, existing algorithms consider
that data is binary and static. Today, according to the
huge volume of data available, stream data mining rep-
resents an emerging class of data-intensive applica-
tions where data flows in and out dynamically. Such
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applications also need very fast or even real-time re-
sponses (Giannella, Han, Pei, Yan, & Yu, 2003; Cai et
al., 2004). In order to increase the immediate useful-
ness of sequential rules, it is very important to consider
much more information. Hence, by associating sequen-
tial patterns with a customer category or multi-dimen-
sional information, the main objective of multi-dimen-
sional sequential pattern mining is to provide the end-
user with more useful classified patterns (Pinto et al.,
2001). With such patterns, an auto-dealer would find,
for example, an enriched sequential rule stating that
“Customers who bought an SUV on monthly payment
installments 2 years ago are likely to respond favor-
ably to a trade-in now”.

CONCLUSION

Since they have been defined in 1995, sequential pat-
terns have received a great deal of attention. First work
on this topic focused on improving the efficiency of the
algorithms either with new structures, new representa-
tions or by managing the database in the main memory.
More recently extensions were proposed by taking into
account constraints associated with real life applica-
tions. In fact, the increasing contributions on sequential
pattern mining are mainly due to their adaptability to
such applications. The management of timestamp within
the recorded data is a difficulty for designing algo-
rithms; on the other hand this is the reason why sequen-
tial pattern mining is one of the most promising tech-
nologies for the next generation of knowledge discov-
ery problems.
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KEY TERMS

Apriori: The method of generating candidates be-
fore testing them during a scan over the database, insur-
ing that if a candidate may be frequent then it will be
generated. See also Generating-Pruning.

Breadth-First: The method of growing the inter-
mediate result by adding items both at the beginning and
the end of the sequences. See also Generating-Pruning

Closed Sequential Pattern: A frequent sequential
pattern that is not included in another frequent sequen-
tial pattern having exactly the same support.

Data Sequence: The sequence of itemsets repre-
senting the behavior of a client over a specific period.
The database involved in a sequential pattern mining
process is a (usually large) set of data sequences.

Depth-first: The method of generating candidates
by adding specific items at the end of the sequences. See
also Generating-Pruning.

Generating-Pruning: The method of finding fre-
quent sequential patterns by generating candidates se-
quences (from size 2 to the maximal size) step by step.
At each step a new generation of candidates having the
same length is generated and tested over the databases.
Only frequent sequences are kept (pruning) and used in
the next step to create a new generation of (longer)
candidate sequences.

Itemset: Set of items that occur together.

Maximal Frequent Sequential Pattern: A sequen-
tial pattern included in at least n data sequences (with n
the minimum support specified by the user). A sequen-
tial pattern is maximal when it is not included in another
frequent sequential pattern. A frequent sequential pat-
tern may represent, for instance, a frequent behavior of
a set of customers, or a frequent navigation of the users
of a Web site.

Negative Border: The collection of all sequences
that are not frequent but both of whose generating sub
sequences are frequent.

Sequential Pattern: A sequence included in a data
sequence such that each item in the sequential pattern
appears in this data sequence with respect to the order
between the itemsets in both sequences.


